2018-19 HOWARD LAKE-WAVERLY-WINSTED MIDDLE SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST
Note to all grade levels:
☑ In purchasing notebooks and folders please purchase two of each of the following
colors…
Red for mathematics
Blue for language arts
Yellow for health 7th
  & 8th ; reading 5th  & 6th
Green for social studies
Purple for science
☑ Physical Education clothes/uniform will be required (gray or white t-shirt and dark
sweatpants/shorts that meet dress code for length). We will be selling a
t-shirt/shorts combo at open-house night with the HLWW logo on it. PE tennis
shoes (need to have laces that tie). Do not bring flat bottomed skater shoes or slip
on tennis shoes without support.
☑ Three boxes of Kleenex (to be given to advisory teacher).

Seventh and Eighth Grade:
➔ Notebooks (spiral/tear-out) and folders for five subjects (see colors listed above)
➔ One extra notebook and folder (for exploratory class)
➔ Black, blue and red pens (no gel pens)
➔ Highlighters
➔ Glue Sticks
➔ Scissors
➔ Markers (thin-tip)
➔ Number two pencils
➔ Colored pencils, number two pencils and an eraser (Art Class)
➔ Sticky Tabs-Post It tabs/flags, any color (Science and Math)
➔ Pack of white note cards- lined or unlined (Science)
➔ Headphones or Earbuds
➔ Plastic sheet protectors (8th grade only)
➔ One one-inch or larger binder (8th Grade Only)
➔ Composition Notebook (Math)
➔ Double Sided Tape- Two Rolls (Math)
➔ Student Planner
➔ Calculator: The TI-30X is required for 7th grade. However, you also have the
option of purchasing a TI - 84 or TI -84+ . This will be sufficient for 7th grade college level math.
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Sixth Grade:
➔ Calculator
➔ Ruler with centimeters and inches
➔ Black, blue, and red pens (no gel pens)
➔ Number two pencils and an eraser
➔ Five Notebooks (spiral/tear-out) and folders for five subjects (see colors listed on
front page)
➔ Colored pencils and Number 2 Pencils (Art Class)
➔ Markers
➔ Two black dry erase markers
➔ Jumbo book covers
➔ Scissors
➔ Glue Sticks
➔ Student Planner
➔ Headphones or Earbuds

Fifth Grade:
➔ Six notebooks (spiral/tear-out): 2 blue, 2 red, 1 yellow and 1 black (No green
notebooks needed!)
➔ 5 two pocket folders: One of each color (yellow, green, red, blue and black)
➔ 6 boxes of sharpened number two pencils- three for you, *three for teacher
➔ 1 ½ inch white binder
➔ Pens
➔ Erasers
➔ Individual pencil sharpener
➔ Pencil pouch
➔ Art Supplies: Markers (thick and/or thin), Colored pencils, Scissors, Glue (bottle
and/or stick)
➔ Ruler (prefer to have inches and centimeters)
➔ 2-4 Dry Erase Markers
➔ Headphones or Earbuds
* These items are to be given to the Advisory teacher at the Open House or beginning
of the school year.

